Learning Habits Framework

**Resilient Learners:**
- You look for alternative approaches to finding solutions
- Take risks to achieve your objectives
- Try again until you succeed or move forward.

**Creative and Curious Learners:**
- You ask important questions and extend your learning
- Try to look beyond what is obvious
- Generate ideas and consider alternative reasons and ways.

**Collaborative Learners:**
- You see the benefit of working with others
- Show respect and value what others offer
- Identify, select and use resources successfully.

**Reflective Learners:**
- You take time to improve your work
- Seek advice to develop and benefit from your learning
- Act on feedback and do things in better ways.

Do you **know** how you learn most successfully?
Do you **do**, do you **hear**, do you **see**?
How **high** do you aim?